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LCH.Clearnet welcomes the Commission's working document, and feels 
that in general it provides a sensible and well-balanced analysis of the 
issues at stake.  In particular it agrees with the findings outlined in the 
Executive Summary with the exception of the view that "CCP services 
could - and probably should - operate in a competitive environment 
provided issues of interoperability are overcome."  We provide our 
reasoning for this in greater detail in our discussion under paragraph 64 
below, and make other comments and responses as follows: 

3. Economic characteristics of the industry 

3.1 Trading services 

Paragraph 16: The citation of the example of trading competition between 
US and Canadian exchanges, and in US securities between the NYSE 
and Nasdaq, should indicate that in both cases the competing exchanges 
have access to common clearing and settlement facilities.  As the DTCC 
has stated, "there are striking parallels [between the Canadian depository 
(CDS) and the DTCC]: 1) compatibility in their business models, 2) 
technology architecture, 3) emphasis on user governance, 4) strong 
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central counterparty risk management and 5) expertise in ongoing asset servicing/entitlement 
processing."1 Similar open access to common clearing by the Options Clearing Corporation, 
which operates as an industry utility and has a user-dominated board of directors, has 
enabled genuine competition between options exchanges in the US.   

4 General issues 

4.1 Current competition 

Paragraph 28: virt-x has appointed Euroclear Bank for settlement of pan-European equities, 
and a choice of Crest or Euroclear Bank for UK & Irish securities, and a choice of SIS and 
Crest for Swiss securities; Euronext has appointed Euroclear Bank as an alternative for the 
national CSDs in France, the Netherlands and Belgium for equities.  The fixed-income 
clearing services provided by LCH.Clearnet Ltd have since 1999 offered clearing for German 
government bonds in Clearstream Frankfurt, Clearstream Luxembourg and Euroclear Bank, 
with significant volume passing through the link between Euroclear Bank and Clearstream 
Frankfurt; and offer a choice of settlement in either Euroclear Bank or Clearstream 
International for Austrian, Finnish, Irish, Dutch and Portuguese government debt and for 
supranational issues.  

4.2 Cost of trading 

4.2.1 All-in costs of trading and post trading 

Paragraph 38: It should be made clear that the apparently high clearing fee charged for 
trades on Euronext Paris is largely made up by retrocession fees.  
 

4.2.2 Costs to final investors 

Paragraph 43: We believe that consolidation, rather than increased competition between 
CCPs (were it possible), would be a far more effective way to "break down any rigidities that 
may exist at the brokerage level" and provide a level playing field for competition between 
intermediaries. 
 
5. Barriers to competition 

5.1 Barriers to competition in trading services 

5.1.2 Control over clearing and settlement services 

Paragraph 63 refers to the fact that where a CCP can operate across both cash and 
derivatives markets, collateral costs can be greatly reduced from the consolidation of 

                                                 

1 http://www.dtcc.com/Publications/dtcc/jul03/cds.html  
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exposures into a single net amount. These savings are of course additional to those that can 
be derived from leveraging of economies of scope across asset classes, given the essential 
similarity of CCP clearing processes – trade receipt, position maintenance, valuation, 
margining, collateral processing – across a wide range of cash securities and derivatives, 
both exchange-traded and OTC. See for example the analysis reported in our presentation to 
the CESAME group on 20th February 2006 which showed that approximately 65% of the 
costs of LCH.Clearnet are common across asset classes. 
 
In this context it should be noted that it would be fallacious to argue that there are significant 
differences between the CCP-clearing of cash and derivatives instruments, and that 
therefore either for competition or prudential reasons there need be separate principles 
adopted or policy initiatives taken – while recognising the need to enable an exchange to 
perform its regulatory duties concerning market transparency and to protect intellectual 
property. 
 
The major CCPs in Europe, LCH.Clearnet Ltd, LCH.Clearnet SA and Eurex Clearing – as 
well as Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia – have for many years successfully cleared 
both cash and derivatives. At LCH.Clearnet Ltd for example, firms are able to combine their 
clearing of all asset classes – cash equities, fixed income/repo, financial futures, 
commodities and OTC derivatives in a single account with full payment netting, a single 
collateral pool and default fund, and variation margin offsets for those markets that are 
settled daily in cash. 

Although LCH.Clearnet Ltd has not yet introduced a combined initial margin calculation 
between cash equities and equity derivatives, this is in place in LCH.Clearnet SA to an extent 
for the Euronext markets.  The recognition of the reduction of risk that can be recognised in a 
portfolio of cash securities (e.g. Elf shares) and options on those securities, is no different in 
principle from the recognition in LCH.Clearnet Ltd's margining system of the well-recognised 
reduction in risk inherent in a position including a wide range of individual equities as a result 
of portfolio diversification. Another form of cross-margining is one that recognises, in 
derivatives, diversification between the same instruments with different maturities, e.g. 
positions in interest rate futures for March and for June expiry. 

Recognition by a CCP of the greater diversification inherent in a portfolio of equities, equity 
derivatives, equity index derivative, interest rate derivatives and even commodity derivatives 
would simply extend, along a continuum, the principles already established in existing 
margining arrangements, of the kinds described above, in both European and US CCPs and 
would not at any stage represent an abandonment of prudent principles that are in any event 
consistent with the overall risk management framework as agreed with relevant supervisory 
authorities and ideally under the control of the users of that CCP.   

Consolidation across products would also be of significant assistance in the case of 
managing the failure of a participant active across multiple markets. Although co-ordination 
of responses between European and US CCPs worked well in the case of the recent 
collapse of Refco, this was worked out in relatively stable market conditions and did not 
follow a sudden shock as has happened in other cases (e.g. Barings).  Given the 
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interconnections that already exist between financial markets at present, it is far more likely 
that a sudden collapse of a major player would have more serious consequences the more 
its positions were distributed amongst a number of CCPs. 

Paragraph 64: It should in our view be emphasised that the lack of incentive to provide 
access to a CCP, where that CCP is vertically integrated with an exchange, applies not only 
to access by an exchange to that CCP but also access by a CCP used by a competing 
exchange to that CCP.  It is this lack of incentive which acts as a barrier to the development 
of links between CCPs that would be a prerequisite to full "interoperability" and the potential 
competition between CCPs that could in theory develop. 

In this context it is necessary to examine the CCP links that currently exist, or are 
contemplated, in Europe; all of which involve LCH.Clearnet Ltd or its sister company 
LCH.Clearnet SA: 

• with SIS x-clear; currently for virt-x, but contemplated for extension both to SWX 
and the LSE.  Here, neither LCH.Clearnet nor x-clear are vertically integrated with 
the relevant exchanges; SIS x-clear is, together with the Swiss CSD, SIS 
SegaInterSettle, and other entities, a subsidiary of SIS Swiss Financial Services 
Group which is itself owned by users.  Just as for LCH.Clearnet, and as DG Internal 
Market notes in its Draft Working Document of 23rd May 2006 when referring to 
independent CCPs, it is in the interests of SIS x-clear (and of SIS SegaInterSettle or 
any independent CSD) to enable entry at the trading level. Those incentives could 
not be relied upon if either LCH.Clearnet or SIS x-clear were vertically integrated with 
an exchange 

• with Stockholmsbörsen;  this link was established as part of a wider alliance 
between the LSE and the OM Group, where LSE sought to establish a presence in 
the derivatives markets and OM wished to facilitate access by London-based traders 
to its services; use of either LCH.Clearnet Ltd or Stockholmsbörsen is dictated by the 
identity of the exchange that the user is a member of (i.e. EDX or OM Stockholm); 
there is therefore no additional competitive pressure exerted either on OM/EDX by 
other exchanges by the existence of this link 

• with Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia (CC&G) for trading on MTS of Italian 
government bonds; again although CC&G is 86% owned by Borsa Italiana – and at 
the time of the establishment of the link Clearnet was majority owned by Euronext – 
the products are not traded on Euronext or Borsa Italiana and there was (and 
remains) no competitive threat to either exchange in their cash equities and 
derivatives businesses posed by the establishment of the link. 

LCH.Clearnet has earlier experience of CCP links and indeed pioneered such structures as 
far back as 1976 with the introduction of links between the CCPs that are now LCH.Clearnet 
Ltd and LCH.Clearnet SA to enable access by users of each CCP to commodity markets 
cleared by the other.  However this link was terminated after some 20 years not through 
inactivity but following the successful competitive move by LIFFE (now Euronext.liffe), 
cleared by LCH (now LCH.Clearnet Ltd), in capturing from the Paris commodity market 
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operated by MATIF (now Euronext) and cleared by the Banque Centrale de Compensation 
(now LCH.Clearnet SA) of trading in white sugar futures. 

In summary, it is our belief that barriers posed by exchange control of CCPs prevent not only 
genuine competition between providers of trading services but also obstruct any possibility of 
competition between CCPs; and that the consolidation between CCPs, leading to genuine 
and sustainable competition between providers of trading services that would inevitably 
result from the application of market forces is also prevented by such vertical integration. 

5.1.4 Broker trading technology 

Paragraph 74 states that one of the conditions that is lacking (in order for the development 
of sustainable competition between trading venues) is consolidated pre- and post-trade 
information in order to determine best execution.  Consolidation of clearing and of settlement 
in Europe using common systems and processes would reduce the number of variables 
necessary in order to determine post-trade costs, facilitating the development of trading 
support systems that would enable routing of client orders to the 'best' trading venue. 

5.2 Barriers to competition in clearing services 

5.2.1 Limitations of the model of competition of the market 

Paragraph 77 asks how, in a competitive market for trading services, competition for the 
CCP market could be organised. This question is linked to the issue that, in practice, a CCP 
is appointed by an exchange or trading platform.  The Commission's Communication of 28th 
April 2004 envisages that users of CCP services should be able to choose their supplier: 

"The Commission considers that authorised firms should be given the option of 
choosing not only the settlement location, but also the clearing location … by 
choosing the clearing location, market participants would be able to clear cross-
border in the Central Counterparty of their choice. For the right to choose the 
clearing location to be effective, Central Counterparties must have the right to 
access to Central Counterparties located in other Member States."  

 
Clearing arrangements, and the extent of any choice in those arrangements, are effectively 
in the gift of the relevant exchange, and the right to choose that the Commission desires is 
therefore frustrated.  The way to address this would be to provide that Central Counterparties 
must also have the right and ability, subject to user demand and a business case, to access 
trading platforms located in other Member States. 
 
In this connection such rights should, of course, only be given to Central Counterparties that 
are properly authorised and observe the standards that have been drafted by ESCB-CESR 
and that are at present unfortunately still awaiting consultation.  Unless these standards are 
swiftly agreed and adopted, the lack of a common regulatory framework could provide an 
excuse to deny such access by a CCP to a trading platform.  The fact that the published 
rules of a CCP - such as Eurex Clearing - may allow for the establishment of a link with 
another CCP is no guarantee that such access, or a 'licence', would be granted, and the 
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reason could be given that the CCP in question was not subject to any regulation by the host 
state or under any structure agreed at European level. 
 
Paragraph 80: As stated above, in practice today the relevant exchange decides whether or 
not to offer choice, and what that choice can be.  There is little difference in practice between 
cases (such as for MTS and for EDX/OMX) of two CCPs providing services jointly to a 
trading platform, and where one CCP accesses the other in some partly subordinate fashion 
(as with virt-x). In both cases at present it is the trading platform that dictates the clearing 
arrangements; and the operational processes are similar. Differences may arise in such 
matters as the extent to which each CCP is subject to the default rules of the other, or 
whether the collateralisation processes between the CCPs are similar to those that apply in 
respect of regular users of the other. 

Should these interlinking arrangements be extended to three or more CCPs, then either even 
greater inefficiencies would be introduced, or one CCP would have to assume a 
commanding position, distorting the supposedly level playing field, and, if that CCP was 
vertically integrated with an exchange, further reinforcing the ability of that integrated firm to 
act in an anti-competitive fashion.  The reasoning behind this is explained below: 

To take the simplest example, say there are three CCPs serving a market: A, B and C. Each 
has a user designated respectively A1, B2 and C1. The following trade is effected: 

A1 buys from B1. The contractual chain therefore becomes: 

 
 
A will know that it is buying from B and selling to A1; B will know that it is buying from B1 and 
selling to A, and each CCP will be able to instruct settlement accordingly. 

A
C

B

A1
C1

B1

A
C

B

A1
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B1
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If however on the same day a second trade is effected whereby B1 buys from C1, the 
position becomes: 

 
Clearly it would be inefficient for C to deliver securities to B only for B to deliver on to A. B 
would become a redundant link in the chain adding to operational risks and costs. The most 
efficient structure would be one where all positions are recorded in a common system and 

the appropriate legal structures are in place to extinguish the obligations of both B1 and B 
and leave the positions as: 

However in order to recognise and effect this optimisation one of the CCPs would have to 
assume a master co-ordinating role (or there would have to be a fourth super-CCP 
superimposed above A, B and C).  Clearly the processing efficiencies that led to the 
introduction of a CCP in the first place are being lost and the structure could in theory evolve 
into one no different to where each firm is settling bilaterally with every other. 

5.3 Barriers to competition in settlement services 

5.3.3 Possible foreclosure of agency settlement & custody 

Paragraph 89: LCH.Clearnet is in principle open to establishing arrangements with any 
settlement agent but is mindful of user demand for the use of multiple intermediaries as well 
as prudential considerations in the choice of settlement services including whether 
settlement takes place in a system designated under the Settlement Finality Directive. 

5.4 Other issues 
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5.4.1 Lack of user incentives 

Paragraph 91: we do not agree that increased competition is the most appropriate way to 
solve the "problems" of users being apparently unable to influence the direction of an 
infrastructure's commercial policy.  User governance at LCH.Clearnet is effective by virtue of 
user representation on the Board, consultative groups and product advisory groups; and 
through the requirement that changes to the operation of LCH.Clearnet Ltd's Default Fund 
rules can only be effected through a ballot of users taking into account the relative provision 
to the Default Fund. These are supplemented by constitutional provisions that require the 
governing body to abide by principles that some proportion, or all, surpluses are to be 
applied for the benefit of users (e.g. through fee reductions, rebates, or investment in 
additional services). 

Given that strong network effects would, in the absence of barriers, lead to consolidation, not 
(other than transitory) competition, arrangements such as those in place at LCH.Clearnet  
can in our view provide an effective guarantee that user governance will not lead to the 
extraction of monopoly profits.  Moreover, it is only if an infrastructure is majority user-owned 
that it will have the incentive to maximise the range of trading venues that it supports, leading 
to significantly greater economies of scale and scope than are possible in a vertically-
integrated structure. 
 
5.4.2 User ownership of clearing and settlement 

Paragraph 94: we do not agree with the conclusions of Koeppl & Monnet that "user-oriented 
CCPs might not be efficient due to a hold-up problem, avoiding default at the cost of less 
trade … [because] … the user-oriented CCP shuts down trade and avoids the costs of 
default for the majority of its users despite the overall net gains for all users".  Rather than 
"shut down trade", a CCP is likely to have other more appropriate powers at its disposal that 
it could employ to limit losses. In particular, it is likely to have powers (as LCH.Clearnet does 
in its Regulation 28) to forcibly close out the positions of a defaulter through the creation of 
offsetting contracts without the need to interfere with the proper functioning of the rest of the 
market.  Indeed, for a CCP to "shut down trade" would run counter to the raison d'être of a 
CCP which is to cap the potential costs that would be incurred by non-defaulting members. 
 
6 Consultation on possible ways forward 

The Commission seeks responses concerning the specific concerns that it has identified.  
LCH.Clearnet has comments on the following issues: 

1. Restrictive clauses in agreements between exchanges and CCPs relating to the 
freedom of the latter to provide services to competitors. 

As the Commission is aware, the fact that a CCP could agree to such restrictive clauses 
arises from the relative power of the exchange over the CCP.  

2. Idem between CCPs and providers of agency settlement services. 
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Similar issues can arise in this case.   

3. Opacity of arrangements and agreements throughout the industry 

As a matter of course LCH.Clearnet believes that relations between CCPs and CSDs and 
other settlement providers should be subject to the same general terms and conditions 
applicable to all other users of those systems; and that the key financial terms governing 
major financial commitments to other parties in the infrastructure value chain should be 
transparent. In principle all contracts governing relationships between providers of trading, 
clearing and settlement services should be made available to national and European 
competition authorities. 

5. Lack of accounting unbundling within vertically integrated service providers leading 
to difficulty in detecting abusive cross-subsidies 

We agree that such bundling should be proscribed, and believe that in the first instance it is 
incumbent upon the operators of such service providers to take the necessary action.  This is 
also a key requirement of users as outlined in the joint announcement by AFEI, ASSOSIM, 
LIBA and SSDA of 3rd February 2005. 

10. Lack of CCP and CSD interoperability undermining access 
 
For the reasons described about, we do not believe that competition resulting from 
interoperability between CCPs (or probably between CSDs for similar reasons) could 
develop given the lack of incentives on vertically-integrated firms to provide such 
interoperability. 
 
Even if the development of further such links could be contemplated, such interoperability 
would result in increased complexity, operational risks and higher costs for users. 
 

* * * 

For any further comment or question, please contact: 

Rory Cunningham William Barkshire 

Director, Strategy Managing Director & Head of Group 
Corporate Strategy 

LCH.Clearnet Group Ltd LCH.Clearnet Group Ltd 

rory.cunningham@lchclearnet.com william.barkshire@lchclearnet.com 
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